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What is a Galaxy Cluster?

- A structure that has hundred to thousands of galaxies that are together 
through gravity that have the mass of around 10^14 solar masses.

- Mostly made up of dark matter, hot gases, and stars/galaxies. 

https://www.universetoday.co
m/30522/galaxy-cluster/



Why? And Where we are getting the data

- Learn about how the galaxy cluster formation
- To learn more about galaxy formation, and evolution 
- Find out more about dark matter.

Where?

- Apache Point Observatory
- APR (Astrophysical Research Consortium) a 3.5 meter telescope 
- The telescope uses a NICFPS. NICFPS is a near infrared camera and 

Fabry Perot Spectrometer. 



Dark Combine

- IRAF = General Image Reduction and Analysis 
- Dark frames
- Typically around 10-20 images per combine.



Correcting Dark using ccdproc

- In this process, we are removing the dark current and we subtract the 
combined dark frames.



Flat Combine

- Flat images/flat combine
- Remove the dark shadows caused by dust motes

- Minimum number of files is 4 to combine but typically we have at least 10 files.



Flat Correction Using ccdproc

- Normalized the image based on the combined flat frame and take off the 
edges.



Craverage

- Remove all of the cosmic rays in the images



Starfind

- In this program of iraf, it is finding all of the stars and tells you where to find 
them.



Using python to find the offset of the two images

- In this program we took the two images and matched the stars and found the 
offset from the two images. 

- It finds all of the offsets so that we can shift the images in the next step.



Before The Images are Shifted.



Shifted images

- In this process, we confirm that all the images are shifted to the correct offset. 



Median combine and taking away the sky value

- Using a median combine for the target images.



Returning the skyvalue



Final Results



Reference Page 

https://www.apo.nmsu.edu/arc35m/Instruments/NICFPS/

https://iraf-community.github.io/doc/beguide.pdf 

https://www.apo.nmsu.edu/ 

https://www.universetoday.com/30522/galaxy-cluster/ 


